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Due to the massive citizen veto of SB5, the ongoing work
organized labor is doing around the issue, and likely the role that
Ohio will play in next year’s presidential election, the talk about
Right to Work has subsided. However, the extreme anti-worker
group, Ohioans for Workplace Freedom continues to collect
signatures to place the Workplace Freedom Act on the ballot.
This is a reminder that we must remain vigilant in educating and
mobilizing our members and worker allies about the harmful
effects of right to work laws that are designed to destroy unions.
Several other states are currently going through Right to Work
battles and in neighboring Kentucky it is playing out countyby-county.   Groups like Americans for Prosperity, funded by
billionaires that hate unions, will not let this issue die and we

must remain prepared. We expect a “Right to Work” is wrong
bill to be introduced by the end of 2015. Representative Tom
Brinkman, Jr. (R- Cincinnati) has said he plans on introducing
the measure this fall when the legislature returns from summer
break.
We must continue to let our elected leaders know
that we are watching their every move and that Right
to Work is Wrong for workers, wrong for the middle
class, and just plain wrong for Ohio. States that have
Right to Work is Wrong laws in place have 54.4% more
workplace fatalities and families make $5,971 LESS in
wages compared to free-bargaining states like Ohio.

Takeover of Public Education
House Bill 70 - The Youngstown Plan

During the flurry of legislative activity the last week of the
General Assembly session before summer break, a good bipartisan education bill (House Bill 70) was hijacked to include
a secret amendment for the state takeover of Youngstown City
Schools. The “Youngstown Plan” was drafted in secret by the
Kasich administration and Republican legislative leaders and
sprung on the General Assembly
and voted out the same day without
any input from the elected school
board, local elected representatives,
community leaders, teachers or
parents.
The bill, signed into law by the
Governor, allows the state
superintendant to appoint a
“distress commission” for
Youngstown City Schools and any
other school district determined
to be in “academic distress” tasked
with hiring a Chief Executive

Officer (CEO) to head up the schools. In the first year, the CEO
would have full managerial and operational control over the
district. As the five-year process moves forward, the CEO gains
more control in each year. By the third year the CEO would be
permitted to close schools and reconstitute them into community
schools and could suspend collective bargaining agreements.
This type of corporate, topdown approach has proven not
to work, and puts Ohio on a
path to privatization of public
schools. Senator Joe Schiavoni
from Youngstown is trying to bring
stakeholders together over the
summer to devise a plan out in
the open that will actually benefit
Youngstown City School students
and give community leaders the
ability to be part of the solution.

Remember to visit/follow us on Twitter, Facebook, Instagram, and at www.ohioaflcio.com to stay informed of what is happening in the labor movement from all
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It has been a very active 2015 legislative session in Columbus and
Washington, DC and this Special Newsletter seeks to capture
some of the state federation’s priority issues.

These in-district meetings and events are necessary to lay out
our issues, fight back against harmful legislation and to hold
members of Congress and the General Assembly accountable.

The tone and policy objectives of the GOP controlled
Congress and Ohio General Assembly remains unfriendly to
working families. This year we are fighting against attacks and
privatization schemes on our most valued publicly held assets
and services, global trade that benefits only corporations and
the super wealthy and no support for the middle class and the
working poor.

So far this year, Labor Action Teams have held 19 meetings with
legislators from all across Ohio. We must continue this in-district
outreach and I urge all local unions and councils to be a part of
the Labor Action Teams. Contact your local Ohio AFL-CIO staff
member to find out more information.

I want to thank the union activists and local labor council leaders
that have organized and participated in the Labor Action Teams.

				Tim Burga
				President, Ohio AFL-CIO

Thank you for your leadership and activism!

Fast Track of Trans-Pacific Partnership Not Over
After months of fighting back against the
“Fast Track” of Trans-Pacific Partnership
(TPP), Congressional Republicans were
able to pull some last-minute legislative
and political maneuvering to get the
package passed by the narrowest of
margins. The sheer volume of actions,
phone calls, letters, e-mails, in district
meetings, etc. from all over the country
changed the debate surrounding this trade
bill. Americans were again reminded of the
detrimental effects such as job loss, lower
wages, and job off-shoring caused by past
trade deals such as NAFTA and that a new
approach is needed.
Ohio labor did its part in contacting U.S.
House and Senate members to vote
against giving the President fast track trade
authority. In fact, Ohio labor set the pace
in the volume of calls, events, in-person
meetings and personal letters that were
generated. The following is how the Ohio
congressional delegation voted. Please be
sure to thank the legislators that voted the
correct way and against Fast Track and to
express your displeasure with those that
voted the wrong way.
VOTED AGAINST FAST TRACK
Beatty, Fudge, Kaptur, Ryan, Jordan, Joyce, Senator Brown

VOTED FOR FAST TRACK
Boehner, Chabot, Wenstrup, Latta,
Johnson, Gibbs, Turner, Tiberi, Stivers,
Renacci, Senator Portman
However, this debate is not over as
the Trans Pacific Partnership is being
drafted and will go to Congress for an
up or down vote. Leaked documents
from the secret negotiations show
that some of the same problems with
past unfair trade deals are being
considered for this mega-trade deal.
We need to use the momentum we
have built over the last few months to
demand that lawmakers use America’s
economic might to fight for policies
that raise wages and increase workers’
rights to a achieve the goal of global
shared prosperity.
We must remain committed to fighting
for this just cause - the future of
our jobs, the economy and the
middle class depend on it. The state
federation will keep you posted by
text alerts, phone calls, social media
and by visiting us on the website at
www.ohioaflcio.com.

Trying to Deny “Fair Share” Fees

After four decades, it’s time to pay it forward on overtime

Friedrichs v. California Teachers Association

The U.S. Supreme Court has agreed to hear a case known as
“Friedrichs” and centers on the use of “agency fees” which long
have required non-members to pay their fair share for union
representation and contract bargaining purposes.   
Unions are required to represent every worker within a
bargaining unit whether that worker is a full-fledged union
member or not. Agency fees ensure that the worker being
represented has some skin in the game and not just a free
rider- someone getting benefits for nothing. The use of agency
fees was upheld in 1977 when the Court ruled in favor of the

arrangement for public sector unions in a case called Abood v.
Detroit Board of Education. That decision was reached in
large part because a union must “fairly and equitably…represent
all employees,” and that fair-share fees have “been thought to
distribute fairly the cost of these activities among those who
benefit, and it counteracts the incentive that employees might
otherwise have to become ‘free-riders’…”.
The case to be made for “Fair Share” fees is as relevant and
legally sound now as it was in 1977. However, the fact that the
U.S. Supreme Court has agreed to hear this case is troubling
considering the current pervasiveness of partisan politics against
the trade union movement. As a result
of the ongoing attacks on pro-worker
labor law, unions are devoting more
time and resources in having a deeper
connection with their membership and
for power building at the local level.
This reinvigorated approach to servicing,
empowering and organizing will serve
organized labor well as corporations and
elected extremists try to turn back the
clock against workers.
A ruling on the Friedrichs case is due from
the U.S. Supreme Court by June 30th,
2016.

The State Biennial Budget – HB64
Governor Kasich signaled the end of the biennial budget debate
with a few vetoes and his final signature on June 30th. This budget
continues many themes of the GOP led state governance- hits
on unions and benefits for the super wealthy.
Historically, the budget is a
document that sets spending
priorities and develops an
overall agenda for the direction
of the state. The Kasich
administration and Republican
legislative leaders’ main
priority was another $2 billion
in tax cuts that will primarily
benefit the wealthiest Ohioans.
The choice to further advance
this misguided “trickle down”
economic approach comes at
a time when Ohio needs more
investments in education and
local government funding for
vital services, and will continue
the cycle of more local tax
levies.
Additionally, this budget
included campaign finance
language that makes it
easier for corporations
and millionaires to funnel
“dark-money” into our state
elections, excludes employees
of “district community based

correctional facilities” from collectively bargaining, and codifies
the repeal of collective bargaining rights for independent
healthcare and childcare workers. Also included in this budget
are various privatization schemes that pose a threat to good
paying public sector union jobs.
Labor activists from all over
Ohio wrote thousands of
letters and e-mails, got on
the phones, and held indistrict meetings with their
elected representatives
urging the removal of antilabor provisions and calling
for investments in our local
communities. Labor’s unified
call to advance a budget that
creates a pathway for shared
prosperity once again fell
on deaf ears as the GOP
led General Assembly sided
with the few, the wealthy and
the big corporations.The
legislature has gone home for
the summer months and will
not return to Columbus until
mid-September.

Federal law that governs overtime, enacted in 1938, sets an income
threshold below which salaried workers are guaranteed overtime
pay. Although that threshold initially was adjusted for inflation
every few years, it has not kept pace with inflation since 1975.
This failure to update the overtime salary threshold properly
has left too many workers without pay protections, and they and
their families have suffered for it. The current salary threshold is
$23,660 a year. Workers who earn a salary even slightly above
that figure are often denied overtime pay, despite any extra time
they put in on the job.
This is wrong, and workers are long overdue for an adjustment
— a big one. These workers include salaried employees such as
secretaries, low-level managers, social workers, bookkeepers,
dispatchers, and sales and marketing assistants.

In late June, the Obama Administration announced a rule to
increase the federal threshold for overtime protection to
$50,440. This rule change could affect almost 5 million workers
nationwide, including 160,000 Ohio workers- giving more pay to
those who earn it and will spend it in our local economies.
Income inequality in this nation has grown to epidemic
proportions. Wages have dropped or stagnated for most
Americans, while the wealthiest among us are doing better
than ever before. The social and economic ramifications of this
inequality contribute to some of the most nagging problems we
face as a nation. While this rule change will not fix the massive
wage gap between workers and CEOs, it is a big step forward
and will help thousands of working families get the pay they
deserve.

Ohio’s Prevailing Wage Law Under Attack Again
Attacks on worker friendly laws across the country have
increased since the midterm elections last year as more states are
dominated by right wing, ideological legislatures. These politicians
and their campaigns were funded by the likes of the American
Legislative Exchange Council (ALEC), Americans for Prosperity
(The Koch Brothers), and other business-backed organizations. To
return the favor, legislators have been introducing model legislation
that will only benefit the super wealthy and hurt workers, our
local communities, and continue the race to the bottom.
One of these bills was
introduced on July
7th by Representative
Kristina Roegner
(R) - the architect
of the “Right to
Work” bills from last
session. House Bill
282 abolishes the use
of Prevailing Wage
in Ohio on publicly
funded projects. The
sponsor claims that
the bill is needed to
reign in “exploding
construction costs”.
The bills introduction
and that talking point
should not come
as a surprise as bills
weakening, attacking,
or outright abolishing
Prevailing Wage have
been introduced and
passed in Michigan,
West Virginia, Indiana,
Nevada, and Tennessee,
using the same flawed talking point.    
Paying a prevailing wage to skilled construction workers means
more money for working families and the community at large.
Utilizing 2007 U.S. census data, studies have shown that worker
pay is 19% higher in states with strong prevailing wage laws. Strong
healthcare and retirement benefits for construction workers are

also a priority in prevailing wage states. Paying a strong prevailing
wage on public works serves to stimulate the state and local
economy by increasing consumer purchasing power and bolstering
state and local tax bases. States with higher wages consistently
demonstrate better schools, health care facilities, infrastructure,
public safety and vital services for its citizens.
Quality and consistency are also benchmarks of construction
work in states with strong prevailing wage laws. Using the same
census data, it was determined that on a worker-for-worker basis,
construction labor
in states with strong
prevailing wage laws
are 12 percent more
productive than states
without prevailing wage
laws. Under prevailing
wage law building
and construction is
routinely completed
on time, under
budget, and at a level
of workmanship
that doesn’t require
costly repairs. Studies
consistently show the
application of prevailing
wage enhances training
of skilled craftsmen
and women thorough
apprenticeship
programs and
decreases workplace
injuries and fatalities.
Prevailing wage law is
not only economically
beneficial for workers and the local community but it is proven to have
no overall effect on the project cost to the public employer.According
to a 2008 study by the Economic Policy Institute “most researchers
have found that prevailing wage regulations in practice do not increase
government contracting costs.” Significant in its findings, EPI points out
that projects that pay higher wages attract better-skilled workers that
complete the job in less time with lower maintenance and repair costs.

